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in 

a nated by the concentration of a T'drge 

around a few seaboard locations. Beyond 

these locations, the remainder of the 

rsely settled area. The provision 

s lation has become a matter of 

nsport services to communities remote 

ons are believed to play a vital ro1e in 

comparable with that enjoyed by people living 

the withdrawal or reduction of such services is 

d undesirable social consequences. 

ve generally been based on intuition and fra 

than on solid empi cal evidence. 

ure and extent social ts 

i a i e 

influenced the stru re, c we 11 ng 

a ion of communities in remote areas, are t in uences 

changing and how important are transpo aspects rel 

socio-economic changes? 

What is the impact of transpo 

area communities? 

ors on di 

ive to more general 

groups in remote 

What are the costs associated with transport services to remote 

communities a are these distributed? 

How are communities, individuals likely to be affected by 

possible n t ns rt services? 



The 
preli 

defi 

commu 

it is esta 

ure remoteness has emerged as a c tical 
of this project. An operational 

at the outset to enable the scope of the 

provide a framework for sampling 

on some of the conceptual and 

developing a general index of 

considering the different perspectives 

and measuring remoteness. From this anal is 

t only practical way of defining remoteness is 

on en ronmental (ie geographical) parameters affe 

rceptual and behavioural parameters - although the 

considered if the social ramifications of remoteness 

lt th. As a background to developing a 

remoteness, s lement rns in rali 

nsi e t 

e 

REMOTENESS METHODOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 

general, the word remote denotes the separateness of some entity (or event) 

from others. The precise connotation of the 

to the context in which it is used. the 

point and clarifying the meaning attached to 

term, however, varies according 

illustrating this 

term in the present study, it 

is useful to compare two contrasting inte retations derived from sociological 

and geographical perspectives. 

A common dimension of remoteness identified in both these frameworks arises 

from the emphasis 

ate rticular 

In soci ogical anal 
ng p mari a P 

al class 

is p1 

vi duals or 

r 

on barriers to social interaction which 

from the mainstream of communal life. 

ba ers are usually construed as 
ifferences in the intrinsic nature 

r hand, in geographical 



anal ses 
some 

t 

a 

i ni 

trans rt 

cou 

i 

s, 

ial1y 

f 

more 

rms 
i 

the physical distance separating 
and the major concern is with how 

interaction. The interplay between 

observation that social barriers of 

reflected in, and reinforced by 

• for instance, residenti segregation. 

e of transport, the geographical basis 

directly relevant. The essential function 

ctional effect of distance upon i nte ion 

for the purposes of this analysis, remote 

regarded as being: 

communities ch are di sta from urban 

i es services, and opportunities 

a 

n 

s 

va 

ta les acces to se ces 

resi ng in the urban s. 

The proposed definition of remote communities leaves open questions relating 

to the threshold distances which distinguish remote communities from others 

and the range of goods and services in res to ch these distances are 

might be adopted in 

ial approaches. 
measured. Two alternative methodological approa 

resolving such questions: the contextual a expe 

The i es characte sties the environment in 

which people live to provide the basis for defining remoteness. For example, 

distances centres at successively higher levels of the urban 

hierarchy 

facilities) provi 

su 

is t 

t d lation 

ions of higher order services and 

icator of remoteness. A convenient 
population density since is 

centres by virtue of the 

Place Theory. This 



ism 

thres 

a 

a 

with si 

l in the next section. The actual 

as a basis for defining remoteness is 

a manageable scope for study or by 

more upon the actual beha our, perceptions 

1e to provide a basis for defining 
ley et al (1977,2), remoteness is equated 

duals are unable to 1 get to or be reached by t 

services facilities) which are relevant to them 1 • This 

ies different people at the same location can experience 

remoteness according to variations in personal mobili 

u s, the range of services and facilities required, 

nal ination, and so on. It also implies t 

se is inadequate as a framework s al 

no or consi relations 

res n 

s n 

gh t experienta1 approach is clearly more relevant to the present 

st in the long run, it is not very helpful as a is for defining the 

scope of the study at the outset. Without some prior reference to the 

context, the behavioural definition would only cause confusion because it 
fails to discriminate between, for instance, areas on the fringe of the 

metropolis occupied by transport disadvantaged people and others in areas 
where inaccessibility is more attributable to sparsity of settlement and long 

distances to major urban centres. For the purposes of defining the scope of 

the study, therefore, a contextual definition of remoteness is required. 

It has been esta ished that, the purposes of analysing the role of 

transport in remote area communities, physical distance to urban centres is 

the most approp ate is ni remoteness. Moreover, for 

methodological reasons, a involving a priori assumptions 
about the ion of goods and services is 

necessa ss i in Central Place Theory. 
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remoteness should be measured and defined, 

ne some peculiarities of the functional 

Australia's Central Place System. 

IA 

ssumes that there is some ordering princi e governi 
atial destribution of urban settlements. These 

described by Walter Christaller (1933), and have 
the size, 

ri p1es 
s nee been a empirically tested mainly by geographers (eg Ber 

son 1958; Ber and Pred 1961; Bunge 1962; Ullman 1941). I 

2 s claimed that Central Place Theory p ded the 

ical Human Geography has been ilt. The 

s is theo in 

s necessa to p 

s s 

sic Centra 1 Place eo is 's nctiona 

nisation is hierarchical and centra 1 ace system is a spatial 

manifestation of this apsect of social order. Central places are urban 
centres of varying sizes which p de goods and services to their resident 

population and to the population of r immediate region (variously refer 
to as their hinterland, complementa ion or market area). Centres vary in 

the range of functions (goods and se ces) they provide. However, there is a 

close relationship between the range functions and population because each 

function has a threshold pop ation whi corresponds with the minimum market 

required to justi its provision. rger centres therefore support a greater 

smaller centres -providing all the functions 
res along with additional, more specialised (higher 

range of functions 

avail 1e smaller 

th d) net ons 
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of 0.71, 
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6. 

ship between the population and functions 

cal evidence both in Australia and 

icients of between 0.75 and 0.89 have 

p between the population and number of 

son 1958; King 1962; Stafford 1963), 

sured in Ceylon by Gunawardena (1964). 

found to exist in Australia. Scott 1 S 

1 S central place hierarchy produced a coefficient 

s sed on information in Smai1es (1969) and Dick 

cents of 0.74 and 0.84 for South Australia and the 

respectively. 

ral place model, there is a hierarchical strati cation 
(or st urn) of the hiera camp si centres 

r centres) 

range of functions. 

ation and ra 

s st 

s 

n d necessa 

ui goods and services. 

gher order centres 

ctions an a 

owe 

The structure of a central place hierarchy can be represented by plotting 

each centre's population (expressed as a ratio of the largest city's 

population) against its rank using a log scale on each axis. Plots of this 

type for economically advanced count es a countries which have a long 

history of urban development approximate a straight line ('normal') 

relationship (Yeates and Garner 1971). Thus, in mathematical terms, the 

relationship is such that Pr = P1 where Pr is the population of the rth 

city and P1 is the pop ation of the largest city (Stewart 1958, Zipf 1949). 

s 

In rect rast 

ace hiera 

rank-size distribution evident elsewhere, 

central 

va 

primate 

ies a towards a primate pattern. To 

ional levels, the largest (or 

compared with the second or 

¥~ 
·~ 



, ons 

id 

re 

;his 
long 

1e 

·th 

~49). 

:where, 

To 

or 

its 

s 

7. 

e ranking cities comparable with those 

es are under-represented. This pattern 

evel (especially Western Australia, South 

urban system in Australia has been described 
a national urban hierarchy but her as a 

sing in each state capital (Johnston 1969; 

indication of the degree of concentration 

the capital is provided by Holmes (197 

exception of Tasmania, each state has per cent 

in the 10 per cent of land nearest the capi 1. 

n development has been produced by a combination 

liar to Australia. Some of these circumstances have 

r (K.W. Robinson 

1968), but 
( 

se 

nal settlements from which state capitals 

A.J. nson 

cri 

rt ensure security of penal esta ishments. 

emerged were 

also to asse 

spers 

tish 

control over the whole of the continent. 

the unrivalled foci of urban growth 
their dominance was reinforced by a hi 

was eventually institionalised in state 

Environmental and geographical factors 

These settlements. therefore, became 

in their respective regions, and 
1y centralised administration whi 

es. 

The position 
consolidated 

the o ginal nodes of settlement have been further 
their 1 ion on the coastal periphery of the continent where 

natural resources ve ively intensive land use, and therefore 

rsh environmental conditions throughout the a denser 
remai ra1 resisted intensive land use, 

resu1ting in nsufficient to support the growth of 

or in 
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commun 

sea 

The same 

already we is 

a 

ng of urban growth 

lement in Australia has meant that 

ion of modern transport and 
logy has enabled agglomeration and 

eved through greater urban concentration. 

not eventuated in other economically 

sic structure of their urban system had 

by the time these technologies were int 

iguration of transport systems 

stra1ia 1 S settlement history, the growth 
a s the state has been accent 

i ce 

has argued that the concentration of Australia 1 s population in a 

state capitals may be construed as an adjustment to the geographical extent of 

Australia. This adjustment, according 
minimising aggregate transport costs: 

Robinson, has been instrumental in 

••• The heavy burden of transportation on a small population was 
minimised by developing the States as a number of highly independent 
sub-economies. Within these sub-economies, concentration of population 

and manufactu ng indust in large metropolises minimised the costs of 
transportation between raw mate als and industry, between one industry 

and a r and manu rer and consumer. Concentration of 

services that wou1d 

(Robinson 

own es of scale in the provision of 

a dispersed population •••• 
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retai 

costs 

examini a 

E imenta1 rs 
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may have reduced transport costs for a 

n (namely, those living in 
s stantial minority living beyond these 

existence of such a disparity 

o itan areas is likely to be reflected in 

extent that transport costs are 

rtia1 evidence of the additional transport 

non-metropolitan areas can be obtained by 

p ces indicated by the ABS series 

lative Retail Prices of Food. 

ce index is based on prices of a standard shopping list 

items included, quantity and, as much as 

233 major centres throughout Australia. P ces 

r and compared the ave 
se val e 1 

s 

e 

sonal ons s 

these limitations are unlikely to so great t woul 
ous s resent the difference between metropolitan areas (state 

itals) and non-metropolitan areas particularly en the latter are treated 
as a whole. 

tan a non-metropolitan Retail food prices (1981 figures) for met 

centres are compared on a state by state sis in le 1, where indices for 

the mean and range of 

values for non-metropolitan 

out as states where the 

non-metropolitan areas are represented in terms 
values. According to both the mean and range 

centes, Queensland a tern Australia sta 

difference in food prices between metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas is 

most pronoun This is understandable because both these states are 

relative large in terms area, r capital cities are less central 
relative to the remai r state a distances to the remote margins 

are consequent greater states. Table 1 also reveals that 

food p ces are rn Territory than in any other 

state. is is rer transport 1 inks to and 
in is area, to products imported from 

r states al scale. 



NSW 
VIC 

E 

E 

104 
1 

mo 

IN AND BETWEEN STATES AND TERRITORIES 

Retail food price index 

Numbers 
ations). 

rvasive 

Non-metropolitan centres 
Range Mean 

99-111 
98-106 
98-139 

102-113 
98-137 

103-109 
117-125 

105.7 
103.2 
108.6 
106.4 
112.3 
105.6 
121 2 

Relative Retail P ices 

s 

mes s dec1ini ctional role mi le and lower 

centres ich became particularly evident in the 1960s (Johnston 1967, 1 ). 

is decline was reflected in a relative decline in the population these 

centres in the 1966-71 intercensal period (Holmes 1977A). The exceptions to 

this rule, according to Holmes. include: 

major provincial towns and coastal resorts, especially in Queensland; 

towns affected by suburban overspill at the margins of major 

metropolitan areas; and 

mining towns associ 
isolated rts 

e latter category 

remote area tran rt 

with new mining developments, particularly in 
Australia and Queensland. 

icularly relevant to the question of 

istance from major population 
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con cent 

of 

a 

are 

serve 

rei 

communities 

s 

tions 

id population growth (under the stimulus 

demand for goods and services in 

sted. Of equal importance, however. 

which are subject to the opposite 

g the problem of retaining functions to 

of a sustained diminution of 

s) and a combination of mutually 

the maintenance of services to small 

sib1e for the predicament of many rural towns is 

re 1 general. the decline in the rural population was 
ions in rural workforce requirements associated th 

rural p ices and rationalisation processes su as 

resu gration e would 

t il 

s 

ru towns l • 

rema ni rural popul ion has made it more ible to 

sma ler rural centres. Thus. while increased mobility may ve ped to 

alleviate access problems created by the decline some ru centres, this 

has simultaneously contributed to an acceleration of their decline. 

The declining rural town syndrome described a 

in the sense that the migratory flow out t 

had a selective effect 

areas is likely to have been 

dominated by the economically active section the community - leaving behind 

a residue of aged, unskilled, unemployed and rally poor people. A large 

proportion of those who remain, the re, are likely to have restricted 
mobility even though situation in which they are required to cope 

increasing a hi degree mobility. 

p cament 
ral adjustment 

t centres are 

ronment 
s i ew is 

construed as a symptom of a general 
It has been suggested that 

in response to a different 

revails present. 
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towns accrued services to 
ogical, managerial and communications 

service nodes became redundant.' 

re suggests that many rural towns, 

rt a South Wales and Queensland were 
s s, it is suggested that many small towns were 

created rnment settlement policies based on i ated 

ions concern ng t potential productivity of surrounding rural lands 
5A, 19658; logan 1965; Ryan 1964; Williams 1981) 

areas were assumed to be capable of supporting a rural 

in excess that which has proved to be feasible in 

in addition to those referred to previously, 

ru lation of rece times 

erne 
te 

me as 
a compa ng t • t 11 

to the dimension of remoteness they emphasise. 

1y. four approaches are identified r attention. 

Population Density 

As mentioned ea ier in this paper, population 

defining different levels of remoteness to 

may provide a basis for 

that the local 

availability of goods and services is in by this factor. Holmes 

describes nature 

rms: 

1 Rura1 p lation 

netwo serv ces as 

turn 
services • mes 

is 

a 

as 

ionship more licitly in t fo11 ng 

y determines the quality of local 

size and spacing of towns, which in 
point specific (central place 
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t 

14. 

rts of Australia which are most remote 

mes (1981A) as the •sparselands 1 (Figure 2). 

reas where the rural population density is 

ometre. According to Holmes (198l,p75-80) 
zones based on their existing and potential 

d pastoral lands; 

d areas; 
grazing areas; 

ransitiona1 grazing/cropping; and 

sive ing. 

' coi y closely with the 1 spa 

ian reau 

rea 

wou d ot se 

at i i cs 

se 

settl 

strata in national sample were empl itional 

la att butable to the relative isolation of households in such areas. 

appreciate the main weakness of adopting population densities as a basis 

measuring remoteness it is necessa recall that the original 
definition of remoteness focused on di to central places. The 

population density measure is relevant largely because of its implied 
relationship with this distance. However, it may be risky and unnecessary to 

rely on such assumptions particularly if indices based more directly on the 
distance factor can be readily devel 

Inte retations 

transport factors are 

ces remote 

inson a 

a 

ace more emphasis on distance and 

two series of studies carried out in 
with the provision of air 

, 1980); the second was 

ildren in isolated areas 
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Sparse!ands 

Uninhabited 

~;.;.;.;;..:.::.! Very sparse fluctuating population 

Over 64 kilometres per person 

8-64 kilometres per person 

Higher densities with ecumene depicted 
on separate map 

·. Note: Circles with a radius of 483 km (300 miles) 
are centred on each mainland state capital 

Source: Holmes (1977A) 

2. Sparselands In Australia 
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D Sparsely settled areas 

Areas with greater than .057 
dwelling per square km 

Source: ABS. unpublished reference maps 

Figure 3. ABS of settled areas 



areas of Austa1ia have received subsidies 

(Brogden 1968). Yet the criteria for 
explicitly established. In the absence of 

services have been required to satisfy 

desirable in the national inte r t 

1i served is not reasonably served by other means 

the extent of government assistance is not 

dis the value of the service to the community.' 

se ces to subsidise therefore appear to have 

c sis However, Gallagher has suggested more 

his analysis of the Western Aust 

re 1 ar 1 

$ 

s rs re r 

it is n one hour's comfo e d ve a re of popu 1 at i 

such as Hall's Creek, at which basic economic and social necessities 

are catered for; 

it is served by or close to a seal main road; 

it is within, say, 60 kilometres and easily accessible to another 

aerodrome· or 

it is served 

ae 

reconsi 

its own aircraft. 

a one of the above grounds should be 

call if: 

naccessible for a11 or a significant 



Galla 
rules t 

a 

18. 

, we1fare and medical or other reasons for 

ice there; or 

are willing to pay an agreed minimum cha 

commuter air service to call there.' 

these criteria 1 are really objectively determi 

1976, 4}. But their focus on proximity to 

transport availability highlights what are logically 

mensions of remoteness as far as the purpose of the present 

more t 

so, areas defined as remote in terms of Gallagher s 

map given the quantity and complexity of t 

s lla r's te a p a 

a measure va at ions in 

la 

d s 

ass a 

4.5 kms from the nearest transport se ce a more 

16 kms from the nearest appropriate government school; or 

within 4.5 kms from the nearest transport service but more than 56 

kms from the nearest approp government school. 
;::, 

With regard to its potential as a basis measuring remoteness on a national ~ 
scale, this definition clearly suffers from the same disadvantages as ~ 
Ga11agher's. It added di ing to a specific aspect "' 

of accessibili 

general. 

nee 1 ta 

tax concessions. 

were 

a 

(ie, access to educational services) rather than to access in 

rs ralia have benefited from income 

two tax zones attracting allowances. 

ng criteria: 



a1 

in 

A 

relevant 

9. 

lation 

sehold supplies 

allowances could not identify explicit how 

lated and weighted in determining tax zone 

its deliberations on the justification of 

s t rop ateness of existing tax zones, the ic 

1 i i c zones 

s a mapped reau 

s zes 

i evi ly special importance to distance towns s 

it recommended that people living more than 250 kms from a town more n 

people should receive special consideration and that inhabitants of towns 

of more than 25,000 people should be treated less favourably than before. In 

other respects it is not clear how the inquiry balanced the various factors it 

considered in arriving at its recommendations. 

Most of the inquiry 1 s 

wi the exception 

towns of more than 

(Figure 4): 

recommendations on zone 

no changes were made in 

ries have been adopted, 

arrangements applying to 

~000 e. Thus there are now in effect four zones 

A areas more from a town of 2,500 by the shortest 

p e su 

A reas 2,500; 
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areas 

r f eli 

on 

as zones 

s 

cannot 

ic 

zone 

2L 

kms from a town of 2,500; and 

of a town of 2,500. 

he tax zone boudaries that would preclude 

study. However, in the absence of 
es were dawn, and therefore exactly 

sible to regard the boundaries as preferable 

ially subjective attempt to delineate remote 

rns and variations in food prices have ri 

boundaries - as opposed to merely justi the 

1 owances - the tax zones could more p 

I i 1 i ty i rather 

a 

p ces constit 

incorporated i 

than as pure 

s only 

u 

an 

delineation 

zones 

es 

sin the same way as the 1 Causes 1 
- ie stances - can. 

While there is naturally a high correlation between remoteness and 
1 inhospitality', they are not conceptually 

the zone boundaries are something other than 

required for this study. 

same. It may therefore be that 

ours of remoteness 

Of app 

in r 

naccessi 1 

n we 

a 

to the measurement of remoteness reviewed in this section, 

a 

reau nsport Economics 1 report on 'Basic 
on in Austra 1 i a' (BTE 1980) probably comes 

i 

re of remoteness introduced ea ier 

ness in terms of the 
amenities. Amenities listed 



r .. '···s: f; 
< 

were 

services 
welfare services 

rs, accountants, etc) 
i1ities (theatres, cinemas. hotels a11 

gatherings). 

remoteness into an index. three assumptions 

ion of an LGA can be regarded as being indi ive 

range of goods and services available locally; 

cu , or gene 

ion 

ised cost, of gaini 

nee 

assumptions are consiste con 

access to 

t 

nt ea ier in this paper. However, the thi assumption is hi 

questionable since it implies that the goods and se ces available in, s 
Ballarat or Bathurst are of relevance residents of Bunbury. and vice versa. 

The effect of this assumption is that the index is heavily weighted towards 

the southeast corner of Australia, and centres 1ike Perth and Darwin exert 

1ittle counter-attraction. The index serves to indentify the 

location of Australia•s •centre of gra • of population and economic 

activity rather than to indicate the ease of access to basic community 

lit i es. 

An additional icul a ses from the use of LGAs as the basic unit of 

data. Each LGA score. Consequently, in some outback 

LGAs ies y to several hundred thousand square 

kilometres, ations in distance from major 

ion res ion of small settlements within the 



3. 

ndex are clearly evident in the map it 

p contours of remoteness follow the South 

a 

more 

a noma 

index values are too frequently an 

Secondly, the suggestion that Ceduna is 

South Australia is obviously 

ive proximity to Adelaide. Finally, places 

r values in the remoteness scales 
which, in terms of the basic c te a 

more remote. 

th 

p 

ng an approach which is more consistent with 

lined earlier in this paper -and incidentally one 

the BTE 1 s (1980) initial interpretation of 

s 

a 

t 

to met which vary from those 

population of urban centres, 

d be adopted as the indi 

se ces. s 

ionsh 

is 

access to a range of goods and services. the ive 

s a nt should be measured in terms of distances to 

nearest urban centres at given levels of the urban hierarchy. rather 

ing 

t 

all urban centres. These guidelines are adhered to in the development of the 

index of remoteness described in the next section. 

5. AN ALTERNATIVE INDEX OF REMOTENESS 

Guidelines 

Each of the sting resentations of va ations in remoteness throughout 

Australia is icient in some when viewed in terms of a concept of 

remoteness in i p various levels of the urban 

era is 

being defi 

1 u 

1 

essence, therefore, remoteness is 
of access to goods and services 

adopted as a surrogate 
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me as 
ng effect which transport may have is n 

s definition is consistent with the 

ce we are basically aiming to measure 

s. which in turn imp1y different levels 
the social and community needs of specific 

su ng remoteness. which is more consistent wi 

• is required. The following considerations 

such an approach are examined in this ion: 

s urban hierarchy in terms of which 

are to be measured; 

nts measu ng variations in remoteness; 

d measu 

i 

ose relationship between the population a centre and range 

goods and services it provides means 

surrogate of the functional comp1exi 
provide the basis for identifying groups 

successive levels of the urban hiera 
cut criteria for demarcating each level, 

rely on discontinuities in the rank-size 

lation can used as a 
res. Population can therefore 

cities towns representing 

However, in the absence of clear 

geographers have been compelled to 
bution (Dick 1971; Smailes 

tendency for rank-size data to 1969). is roach is complicated 
form a inuum, making the identification different classes of centre an 

int nsically a tra process (Ber and Garrison 1958; Vining 1955). It 
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These are the five large state capitals, each th a population exceeding 

500,000. There is a clear gap between smallest of these centres (Perth 

with a population of 809,000) and the next la centre (Newcastle 

259,000). 
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28. 

Group 2 centres 

The remaining capital cities (Hobart and Canberra) are included in this group 
along with major industrial cities such as Newcastle, Wollongong and Geelong, 
and provincial cities such as Rockhampton, Townsville, Ballarat, Bendigo and 
Albury-Wodonga1. A gap of almost 10,000 occurs between the smallest centre 

in this group (Cairns 48,500) and the next largest centre (Maitland 38,900). 

Group 3 centres 

Discontinuities are clearly less evident at this level and defining thresholds 
is accordingly more arbitrary. However, the population difference between the 
smallest centre in the group (Port Pirie 14,695) and the next largest centre 
(Katoomba 13,942) is, at this level of the rankings, relatively large. 
Furthermore, Katoomba and the centre which follows in the rankings (Hervey 
Bay 13,569) are both close to larger centres {Sydney and Maryborough) and can 
therefore be expected to have diminished trade areas and functions. 

Groups 4 - 6 

At these levels of the rankings there are no large population differences 
between centres of adjacent rank. Thresholds were therefore determined on the 
basis of a priori judgments of what is reasonable and in terms of including 
an appropriate number of towns in each order. 

1. At one stage, some consideration was given to the possibility of dividing 
this group to distinguish the minor capitals (Hobart and Canberra) and 
cities in the margins of major metropolitan areas (Newcastle, Wollongong, 
Geelong and the Gold Coast) from the remainder. This would have 
produced a second group of six centres with populations in the 100,000 -
500,000 range and a third group within the 40,000 - 100,000 range. 
However, in opposition to this distinction it can be argued that since 
Newcastle, Wollongong, Gold Coast and Geelong have narrow functional 
bases (industrial or recreational) and are close to Sydney, Melbourne or 
Brisbane, their larger populations do not necessarily imply provision of 
a greater range of goods and services than smaller regional centres like 
Townsville, Darwin, Rockhampton or Cairns. In any case, the effect of 
adopting a seven as opposed to a six level hierarchy upon the index 
values was found to be marginal. 
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distance rating each point from the nearest centre at specified levels 

urban hierarchy can be measured using t gita1 Data Base and Master 
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point is calculated, contours of 'remoteness' (isopleths) can be plotted. 

Producing a Single Index 
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